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Abstract: Building a positive image and reputation in the Indonesian National Police institution is a necessity where for the current National Police the positive image is the main objective to gain public trust. Regarding the image and reputation of the Dream National Police, this institution should have seriously dealt with the problem of imaging. To achieve this, efforts are needed to improve the image of the Dream Police that has been considered less professional through the management of impressions with stigma normalization techniques.

The purpose of this research is to: (1) review and analyze impression management with stigma normalization techniques, (2) describe stigma normalization in order to improve the image in the Dreamland police, and (3) Elaborate all findings in research to recommend suggestions for building good opinions that can be applied in building the Dream State Police Image. Researchers used a qualitative approach with the phenomenological method. The theory used is impression management with the stigma normalization technique in Erving Goffman's perspective. The data collection techniques used in this study are observation, in-depth interviews and documentation. Determination of the subject is the police personnel who carry out the promoter police program as many as 17 people and the term of service is more than seven years. The method of data analysis is done by the procedure of transcribing, bracketing, inventorying important questions, cluster of meaning and essence description.

The findings of this study resulted in an impression management technique with the stigma normalization technique for police personnel, namely: (a) dismissal of members who made a serious mistake, (b) religious coaching of Polri personnel who had problems with minor violations, (c) Moved / moved assign Polri personnel who have problems with moderate levels of violation, (d) the leadership must act decisively, (e) the leader must be able to be a good role model, (f) give rewards to personnel who excel and provide appropriate penalties for troubled personnel, (g) Process troubled police personnel based on the principles of justice and human rights, (f) Conduct a mental revolution by religious formation of troubled police personnel, (g) If minor violations can be given physical punishment such as running six rounds, fifty pushups and others, (h) Improving the welfare of Polri personnel, (i) Providing punishment s essay with the level of violation, (j) Lower rank one level lower, and (k) Conduct a mental revolution starting from the leadership level.

The conclusions of the results of the research analysis are: In the normalization of stigma, dismissal and demotion for police personnel must be carried out according to the level of violation.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The police force is one of the state institutions in the Republic of Indonesia which has the slogan as a community protector. In addition, the police also provide direct services to the community such as the service of making a Driving License (SIM) and receive public complaints in the form of criminal acts, security and public order. However, according to one community member, the police were not close enough to the community, there was still an invisible distance between the police and the police. In addition, in carrying out their duties, the police are still selfish and often ask for money (Kompas.com, 2009)

To that end, building a positive image and reputation in the Indonesian National Police institution is a necessity where for the National Police at this time a positive image is the main objective to gain public trust. Regarding the image and reputation of the Dream National Police, this institution should have seriously dealt with the problem of imaging. To achieve this, efforts are needed to improve the
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The image of the Dream Police that has been deemed unprofessional through impression management. Understanding the image itself is abstract (intangible) and cannot be measured mathematically, but its form can be felt from the results of a good or bad assessment (Ramdhani and Wiwitan, 2018).

The existence of police personnel is very closely related to the community, because the community has the most influence and is the main target in providing services to them. Cases of abuse of authority, ill-treatment, ambiguity in the delivery of information on a case, sexual harassment, unpleasant acts, and the investigation of unfinished cases are depictions of fraud committed by police personnel in the Land of Dreams. So that it will slowly form negative opinions and attitudes of mistrust of the public towards the police institution (Trilaksono, 2015).

The police force is the main pillar in creating security and public order. The opinion formed should be that the police is a role model to be an example and can be relied upon to provide protection and services to the community. When there is an abuse of authority in carrying out duties in the field this will make the community doubtful of the ability of the police to carry out their main duties and functions as protectors and servants of the community.

So complex is the challenge of the current police task, this institution must truly improve in all matters such as in the field of coaching, operational and development. Human resources and facilities and infrastructure. But on the other hand there is still negative access from the implementation of its main tasks in the form of deviations in the behavior of police personnel such as abuse of power (abuse of power), and other misconduct that violates moral, social and religious principles (Ngatiya, 2012).

Based on the results of the Indonesian International Transparency Survey the National Police ranks fifth in the data of government institutions / institutions which are the most highlighted by the public because they often practice KKN, and as a result many achievements of the Police in the field of kamtibmas (security and policing) are covered by various issues or rumors related to the misappropriation of the police. So that the image in the community is very bad, as if there is nothing positive about the image of the police (rappler.com, 2017). According to Goffman (in Sengupta, Banks, Jonas, Miles, & Smith, 2011; Genberg et al., 2007) defines stigma as a dynamic process of devaluation that significantly discredits an individual in the eyes of other individuals. Stigmatization of police personnel was caused by the police being unable to limit the appearance he was supposed to keep. It was displayed in front of the stage (front region) as if there were traffic violators on the streets that were supposed to be ticketed but instead were invited to negotiations to pay directly and were not given a ticket.

In accordance with Law Number 2 of 2002 concerning the National Police of the Republic of Indonesia, Article 13 paragraph (1) states: "Members of the Indonesian National Police can be dismissed with no respect from the Republic of Indonesia's National Police service for violating the oath / promise of members of the Indonesian Police. Furthermore, in article 1 of Law number 2 of 2002 reads: Police is all matters relating to the functions and institutions of the Police in accordance with statutory regulations.

In accordance with the above Law, the police should protect, protect and serve, not otherwise abuse their authority and commit disgraceful acts that violate moral, social and religious principles such as asking for tribute, complicating, and hurting society. In addition, police personnel should be servants, protectors and protectors of the community by not discriminating between tribes, racial or group religions.

Indeed, not all police personnel cause a bad image in the Dream National Police. Only a few personnel who commit acts violate the Police ethics. This problem requires improvement in all fields starting with senior police officers so that the cause of the bad image of the police in the community must be eliminated. Promoter's motto in the series of policies and development agenda of the National Police to be better, namely professional, modern and trusted. Commitment to realizing the promoter police is an effort to improve the image of the police which so far have been considered to be less professional, less modern and less trusted by the public.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1. Impression Management Theory

Impression management (Impression management) developed by Goffman is part of the study of dramaturgy theory. Impression management (impression management) is an attempt by an individual
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to be able to create an impression or perception of himself in public. Impression management is performed on verbal or nonverbal symbols attached to a person. In the research of the image of the National Police examine the extent to which impression management is on the front stage (front region) and the back stage (back stage) of a police personnel in the area of Dream National Police where Goffman has divided into two directions based on the actors who play that role, namely :

2.1. Front Stage (Front Region)

Discusses the management of impressions played by police personnel actors relating to aspects of appearance and manner.

- The appearance (appearance) of the management of impressions that are reviewed based on the appearance aspect performed by the police personnel actors include the attitude and appearance. What is the attitude and attire of a police officer when the actor is in the front stage that is displayed so that it can create the impression that is desired by the people of the Dreamland and those around them who are part of the performance on the front stage.

- The manner (manner) of impression management is a part that is seen in terms of the style carried out by police personnel actors relating to behavior, attitudes, facial expressions, body language, message content, as well as ways of speaking and language style in ssar is carrying out its role as Police.

2.1.2. Backstage

Researchers examined the lives of police actors who are on the road where traffic control and work are done, what is prepared by the police actors reviewed as described above, so they can get involved in the lives of the front region actors. Thus it can be seen that there are significant differences in the process of managing impressions from the lives of back stage actors when compared to the lives of front region actors. There are several important aspects that are part of the backstage life of police actors, including:

- Appearance. Although this research examines the Dream National Police police. But appearance is one aspect that is the focus of research, because the management of impressions on police actors can enable him to use facial makeup on his backstage life for his purposes;

- Clothing functions to create images of the actors who wear them. So that the aspect of clothing worn by police actors is also a matter of study of this study.

- Researcher Attitudes and Behavior. This study focuses on the attitudes and behavior of police actors in the Dream National Police.

- Body Language is one of the identities or characteristics of the actor. As is the case with the Dream State Police police actor, what can be seen is the management of impressions through the movement of his body language.

- Facial Mimic is a form of expression of actors when they interact.

2.2. Stigma Normalization Theory

Sociologist Erving Goffman (in Sengupta, Banks, Jonas, Miles, & Smith, 2011; Genberg et al., 2007) defines stigma as a dynamic process of devaluation that significantly discredits an individual in the eyes of other individuals. Stigma can also be defined as a phenomenon that can affect an individual as a whole (Crocker et al., Jones et al., Link & Phelan in Major & O'Brien, 2005). According to Goffman (in Scheid& Brown, 2010) states that "stigma concept identifies an attribute or a mark residing in the person as something the person possesses" means that the concept of stigma identifies the attribute or sign that is on someone as something that is owned. Stigma also means a phenomenon that occurs when a person is labeled, stereotyped, separated, and discriminated against (Link Phelan in Scheid& Brown, 2010). Goffman (1963) said that, through passing, covering and techniques of information control, one can reduce the impact of stigma and even avoid stigma. The techniques are used on an ongoing basis with each other in the process of stigmatization. Passing is done by moving from one group to another, for example from groups that have stigma to groups that have less negative stigma than the previous group or even groups that do not have stigma . Passers usually consider themselves (who have a stigma) not part of the stigmatized person Passing is an attempt to disguise / hide the stigma from a group of people who do not know about the stigma or to people who are expected to
not know the stigma they have. Passing can only be done when the other party does not know or only certain parties who know about the stigma or attributes possessed by someone who might be stigmatized in the community. In this condition, those passing actors try to position themselves in places where they can hide their true identity. The next stage when someone is passing is to control the information related to themselves to their social environment. Controlling information is carried out by people who are stigmatized to avoid in various ways, so people are not aware of their shortcomings and are considered part of a normal group of people, or at least make the attributes that exist in themselves become less stigmatized. Done by limiting the knowledge of others relating to deficiencies that exist in him. The covering is the final stage for those who have the stigma that is known to the public and are willing to accept the stigma as part of him. Covering aims to minimize stigma so that it does not appear clearly so it does not interfere with social interaction between stigma owners and other normal groups.

3. METHOD

This research paradigm uses the social definition paradigm used to understand individual social actions, meaningful individual actions. With the social definition paradigm, it can be studied the process of managing impressions with stigma normalization techniques in improving the image in the Dream National Police. Based on the paradigm of social definition, this study uses a qualitative approach. The reason for using a qualitative approach as opinion of McCusker, K., & Gunaydin, S. (2015), that the selection of the use of qualitative methods in terms of research objectives is to understand how a community or individuals accept a particular issue. In this case, it is very important for researchers who use qualitative methods to ensure the quality of the research process, because the researcher will interpret the data he has collected. This type of research is phenomenological research. Alfred Schutz (1941) in Philosophy and Phenomenological Research explains that phenomenology is an attempt to understand the meaning of every behavior, speech and interaction in an event or that is associated with a particular situation as a condition for social existence. The research location was determined purposely in the Dream Police. Researchers used purposive techniques in order to obtain valid data and information. Data collection in this study uses several techniques, namely observation, interviews and documentation. These three techniques are carried out simultaneously in accordance with the needs of research data in order to obtain valid and reliable data. Researchers used the interactive and comparative model of Data Analysis techniques from Miles and Huberman (1992). This technique is done by comparing the results of research with the results of previous studies and using the validity test or the validity of the data according to Creswell (2010).

4. RESULTS

The findings of research on impression management with the stigma normalization technique are: (a) dismissal of members who make a grave mistake, (b) Lowering the rank to a lower level, (c) Transferring / assigning Polri personnel with problems with moderate level of violation, (d) The leader must act decisively, (e) The leader must be able to be a good role model, (f) Give awards to outstanding personnel and provide appropriate penalties for troubled personnel, (g) Process troubled Polri personnel based on principles justice and human rights, (f) Conducting a mental revolution by religious formation of troubled police personnel, (g) If minor violations can be given physical punishment such as running for six laps, pushup fifty times and others, (h) Improving the welfare of personnel Polri, (i) Give punishment according to the level of violation, (j) religious guidance for personnel of the National Police who have problems with the level of minor violations, and (k) Conduct a mental revolution starting from the leadership level.

5. CONCLUSIONS

This researcher studies and analyzes impression management with stigma normalization techniques using dramaturgy as the impact of stigma using the promoter police program. By using a qualitative research design and phenomenological approach. Phenomenology research explains and reveals the management of impressions and experiences based on the consciousness that occurs. Associated with dramaturgy theory and techniques to reduce / eliminate stigma according to Erving Goffman.

From the above research findings it can be concluded that: "In the normalization of stigma, dismissal and demotions must be made for police personnel according to the level of violation".
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RECOMMENDATIONS

Based on research on impression management with stigma normalization techniques can be recommended are:

- **For Polri Institutions**
  - In managing impression, it takes a strong moral commitment from the leadership because the leadership commitment makes a big contribution in changing the mentality of police personnel members because the police adheres to a hierarchical system so that anyone who is subordinate leader must be loyal and obedient. Subordinates must submit and subordinates must submit and fear.
  - Police personnel are subject to the applicable hierarchy and certainly have a working foundation, professional code of ethics and discipline in accordance with applicable regulations in the Police Institution.
  - Conducting mental revolution continuously and continuously so that attitude, good ethics are embedded and can be applied in everyday life.
  - Conduct evaluation and monitoring regularly and continuously to improve the professionalism of police personnel and improve the quality of services by using Science Technology and the media as a means of supporting the successful implementation of the task.

- **For Police Personnel**
  It is hoped that by managing impressions and techniques to reduce stigma, police personnel can have a strong commitment to maintaining the quality of public services and police personnel can work professionally as law enforcement officers and guards of public order which cannot be carried out with a bad mental attitude, so that each police personnel will realize that the image of the institution must be carefully guarded.

- **For the Community**
  The community needs to care and understand the police were born because of the existence of the community, and the community needs the presence of the police in maintaining order, security and order of the community itself. In maintaining Kamtibmas the Police will succeed if there is community participation. Therefore, the community must also be able to position themselves as police for themselves, so that an emphasis is needed on the presence of police officers in the community at all times and places in order to increase community discipline and compliance.
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